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Best block-weaving practices
BY MADELYN VAN DER HOOGT

Tricks of the Trade
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Selvedge secrets
Most block weaves involve fl oats of some kind, either with twill or 

with a pattern weft. Others include two fabric layers, and still others 

are weft dense. In these cases, with a fabric wider than, say, 15", a 

temple is an extremely helpful tool for creating smooth selvedges. 

Two basic types of temples are available (Photo a). One is wooden 

with straight, fi ne teeth. The other is metal, with slanted teeth that 

are wider at the base than on the wooden temples (Photo b). For 

fi ne fabrics, I like to use the wooden ones; the teeth seem a bit 

more gentle to the selvedges. For rugs, the metal temples are 

essential, since only they can grab into the thick rug edges.

Weaving to square
Block-weave motifs that are intended to be symmetrical 

usually should be. You can tell your audience that you preferred 

a squished or elongated rose, but if they are weavers, they 

won’t really believe you. You’ll need to practice before you 

start weaving a fi nal piece. Measure to see that the height of a 

motif is the same as the width (Photos e–f ). Don’t assume that 

if a motif is taller than wide on the loom, relaxing warp ten-

sion will make up the diff erence. Measure both under tension 

and with the tension released to determine any percentage 

to add to motif height. For very dense interlacements, this 

diff erence will be small, if any.

Block weaves love smooth selvedges and square designs

Good weaving techniques are especially important with block weaves. Block weaves are most 

often used for rugs, table linens, or blankets, where selvedges show. The motifs (roses, stars, tables) 

are usually designed to be symmetrical—or “square”—a goal that depends on your beat.

It is very important to set the temple’s width so that the base of the 

teeth are even with the warp in the reed on each side. Place the 

temple about 1⁄8" below the fell (c). Insert the teeth right inside the 

last 1 or 2 warp threads of the selvedge. Move the temple after 

every 3⁄4–1" of weaving (it is time to move the temple in Photo d). If 

you don’t do that, your cloth will draw in.
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For some weaves, beating more or less fi rmly is not the best 

solution to weaving a square motif. You might like the density that 

a particular weft sett produces. In that case, you can add or sub-

tract squares in the profi le treadling draft as long as you maintain 

the general proportions. In Photo h, two treadling units have been 

added to each section of  “petals”  in the rose.   

A squished rose motif is not as 

sweet as a “square” rose.
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